A CHAnGinG ViEW oF sCsu
St. Cloud State University has changed
drastically over the course of its history. The
University we see today little resembles the Third
State Normal School, established in 1869 for the
purpose of preparing local students to teach in the
common (elementary) schools across Minnesota.
The most extraordinary period of growth occurred
throughout the 1950s and 1960s, during which time
an unparalleled expansion of the school’s physical
landscape took place. This transformation of the
campus involved not only a process of structural
growth but also one of wide-ranging institutional
changes. Such developments, in turn, carried with
them broad implications and challenges for both the
campus and the surrounding community.

MoDEst BEGinninGs
THOUGH DIFFICULT TO IMAGINE, ST. CLOUD STATE
UNIVERSITY INITIALLY OPERATED OUT OF A REMODELED
HOTEL ATOP THE BLUFFS OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER.
“What is known as the Stearns House…has been
entirely remodeled and reﬁtted and will afford
sufﬁcient accommodation for the school at present. The
site, with its ample grounds, is one of the ﬁnest in the
country.”
-St. Cloud Normal School Circular

The Stearns Hotel was formally selected by the State Normal School Board on February
16, 1869 to become the site of Minnesota’s third teachers training school. Purchased for $
3,000 dollars, the hotel single-handedly served the ﬁrst ﬁfty students (40 women, 10 men) as
a women’s dormitory, classroom location and dining hall until the completion of Old Main in
1874.
The Normal school was eventually
renamed St. Cloud State Teachers
College in 1921, whereby it
retained its original purpose of
providing proper training to
Minnesota teachers. For the most
part only minor expansions to the
physical plan of the school, such
as two additions to the new Main
Building, occurred during this
period.
Notable exceptions that altered the
physical composition of the campus
were an original model school, a
second larger model school and
Shoemaker Hall.
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DURING THE 1930S AND 1940S THE SCHOOL EXPERIENCED NOTABLY STEADY GROWTH THROUGH
MODESTLY INCREASING ENROLLMENT AND PROPERTY ACQUISITION UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

PRESIDENT GEORGE SELKE (1927- 1946).
“In consideration of his great service to
the St. Cloud State Teachers College…
the sports ﬁeld, for the construction of
which Mr. Selke was fully responsible, and
into which he put his whole thought and
personality, be hereafter named the ‘Selke
Field’.”

- Teachers College Board

Under President Selke three large sections of land were
acquired through donations and legislative appropriations
as well as purchases and leasing agreements funded by the
college.
The school acquired a ﬁfty acre tract of land along the
eastern banks of the river encompassing an old quarry site
as well as a twenty ﬁve acre tract of land incorporating
the Talahi woods. The school
also received a donation from
Alvah Eastman (prominent St.
Cloud citizen and school director)
equivalent in size to four city blocks
in addition to being granted access
to two additional city blocks by the
mayor of St. Cloud.
Though these acquisitions were
signiﬁcant in size, the tracts of land
were mainly incorporated into the
school for recreational use rather
than a necessity for expansion. Only
the land donated by Eastman was
developed, becoming a granite
enclosed multi-purpose
sports arena.
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THE 1930S AND 1940S BROUGHT ABOUT
The stable growth of the early 20th
century was halted by the onset of
the Great Depression and WWII as
school enrollment and ﬁnancing became
exceedingly unreliable. During the most
difﬁcult years of the depression and
toward the tale end of U.S. involvement
in WWII, legislative restrictions
prohibited the acquisition of any new
land, equipment or buildings.

NATIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES THAT WOULD
HINDER IMMEDIATE GROWTH TO THE
SCHOOL, BUT WOULD EVENTUALLY LAY
THE FOUNDATION FOR GREAT PHYSICAL
AND INSTITUTIONAL TRANSFORMATIONS.

Participation in wartime organizations
and Civilian pilot training were popular
activities for students at the height of
U.S. involvement in the war.
President Selke, the ﬁrst Minnesota
director of the N.Y.A., was able to secure
labor, loans and appropriations through
the W.P.A., helping to keep the college
aﬂoat during the years following the
depression.
In the long run This period was
actually beneﬁcial to campus growth.
The depression prompted low prices
of land and frequent foreclosures that
allowed for an extensive accumulation
of property by the school. Shortly
thereafter, WWII would provide new
educational opportunities for returning
vets.

“ During the previous decade, World War II,
a lot of people didn’t go to college. They either
went into the Army or into war industries right
from high school.”

- George Budd

“Well, the Dust Bowl, the Depression, World
War II…really each was felt on campus.”

- Ruth Cadwell
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THE END OF WWII MARKED THE EMERGENCE OF SOARING LEVELS
OF ENROLLMENT AND A NEW STUDENT POPULATION WHO REQUIRED
ADDITIONAL FACILITIES.

With the exception of a decrease in enrollment due to the Korean War the student population
dramatically increased throughout the late 1940s and early 1950s as, alongside veterans, students
from all over the state began to attend college at higher rates.
This reﬂected a national trend at the time whereby students increasingly attended ﬁnancially
accessible State Colleges and public institutions more than ever before.
Veterans especially began to pour into the student ranks. Spring enrollment for the ﬁnal year of
WWII counted a mere eighteen male students on campus. By 1947, just two years later, male students
( the majority being vets) surpassed their female counterparts in number for the ﬁrst time. The
school began consistently
surpassing previous enrollment records along with projected
future enrollments. New classrooms, student service
facilities and especially student

housing became high
demand.

“Immediately we started
building the enrollment
from people who had not
had the opportunity to get
to college.”

- George Budd

“So many veterans after the
war was over came here to go to
school.”
- Ferne Atwood
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BETWEEN 1946 AND 1950 CONSTRUCTION OF SEVERAL HOUSING UNITS, A
HEATING PLANT AND A NEW MAIN EDUCATION BUILDING WERE INITIATED ON

WEST SIDE OF THE RIVER, SOLIDIFYING A PERMANENT LOCATION FOR
THE SCHOOL.
THE

“When Stewart Hall was built, that was the deciding
factor as to whether they were going to stay on this side of
the river or go to the other side. If they had built Stewart
Hall on the other side of the river, then maybe the campus
would have moved there.”
-John Weismann

“I’ve heard many times from college administrators…
that before Stewart Hall was built that it should have been
built on the east side of the river where the football ﬁeld is.
But once the heating plant and
Stewart Hall were here we were
kind of stuck with the location, I
think, ﬁnancially and so forth.”
- Inez Kronenberg

The property for the new main
building was acquired prior to
WWII but a lack of funding from
the state had temporarily hindered
construction. The allocation of
additional funding after the war
enabled Stewart Hall’s completion
in 1948. This was a deﬁning
moment for the future of the
campus. Prior to Stewart Hall’s
construction some argued that
moving the campus to the east
side of the river would be more
practical than expanding along the
west bank. The college already held
large sections of land on the east
side of the river and infringement
into residential neighborhoods
would be considerably diminished.
Once Stewart Hall was erected,
however, this proposal was
virtually abandoned. The new
main building was perceived as too
much of a monetary investment to
be abandoned, securing a future
campus on the west side of the
river.
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STATE FUNDS AND ALLOCATIONS WERE
ESSENTIAL FOLLOWING WWII AS
ENROLLMENT SKYROCKETED BUT WERE OFTEN
DIFFICULT TO SECURE DUE TO OPPOSITIONS

STATE COLLEGE BOARD AND
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEES.
FROM THE

“ We’ve always had to labor under insufﬁcient resources
and so we have grown, almost explosively…and the
state has not provided resources.”

- Herbert Goodrich

“I taught all those years in Riverview and I hosted
a legislative group who came around to inspect the
building one year and they were going to decide
whether the building should be torn down because we
need many more classrooms than we have…the decision
was no.”

-Ludmila Voelker

State funding was essential
to deal with school growth
following the postwar boom in
enrollment. Several buildings
were deemed out-of-date,
run-down and functionally
inadequate yet remained in use
due to continuously escalating
enrollments.
Despite constant requests to
the legislature for additional
funding these proposals were
quite often denied or only
partially fulﬁlled creating stress
for students and faculty who
had to make due with crowded
classrooms and inadequate
resources.
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CHANGES IN CURRICULUM IN THE 1950S AND EARLY 1960S REQUIRED
INCREASES IN FACULTY AND BUILDING SPACE. NEWLY INITIATED PROGRAMS,
RESTRUCTURING AND STILL ESCALATING ENROLLMENTS COALESCED TO FURTHER
PROMOTE A PHYSICAL EXPANSION OF THE CAMPUS.
After WWII, institutional reorganization and accreditation became a priority in order
to better meet the needs of a growing number of students enrolling at the college who
were not interested in teacher training.
First came the replacement of traditional divisions with separate schools and
departments followed by the development of two year and four year programs that
would eventually provide students with a variety of degree opportunities.
In 1954 the state school board approved a proposal for a ﬁfth year program of study
for students interested in post graduate education further expanding the opportunities
provided by the school. By 1957 St. Cloud State Teachers College was renamed St.
Cloud State College, indicating the level of growth that had occurred in curricular
diversity in only a few short years.
In later years, under President Wick, the college expanded further into ﬁve distinct
schools. Wick oversaw the advancement of the business program, introduced
American Studies into the curriculum and created additional major, minor and
graduate degrees.
Curriculum changes and the establishment of a graduate program along with high
levels of enrollment created a need for both a larger and more specialized faculty.
By 1968 the number of faculty on campus had risen to 367 persons and by 1972 it
topped 500 with well over ﬁfty percent of the faculty holding doctorate degrees. The
broadened scope of the curriculum continued to attract students in high numbers to
the school.

“President Budd, for example,
when he wanted to alter the
curriculum basically, and there
was a strong drive about 1960 to
introduce more arts and sciences
into the curriculum over the nation,
and Budd was doing it here. He
wanted it expanded in the areas
of philosophy and other liberal
arts like languages. And he hired
teachers with advanced degrees.”
- Robert Coard

“ Well, the Clientele
was growing and if the
enrollment grows and the
clientele changes, then you
have to make some changes
in the curriculum…We
changed from an institution
preparing teachers for the
elementary and high schools
to an institution which was
meeting all of the higher
educational needs of the
people in this area.”
- George Budd

LAnD ACQuisition tAKEs CEntEr stAGE

PROPERTY ACQUISITION FOR THE SAKE OF EXPANSION REACHED NEW HEIGHTS
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF PRESIDENT GEORGE BUDD AND HIS SUCCESSORS
WHO FELT PRESSURED TO AMELIORATE SPATIAL CONSTRAINTS ON CAMPUS

“There was a push for
space, of course. I was
in charge of scheduling
classrooms in those
days and it was a real
challenge.”
- Inez Kronenberg

During his thirteen years in ofﬁce President George Budd (1952-1965) worked ceaselessly to acquire
property for the campus in order to ameliorate spatial constraints on faculty and students. Through his
efforts numerous properties and neighborhood blocks were acquired by the college for the purpose of
expanding the campus. A series of city ordinances supported by the Mayor of St. Cloud closed off entire
residential neighborhoods and ensured the expansion of the physical Plan of the college.
“The college was beside itself trying to ﬁnd physical space in which to put its students and its expanding
faculty…According to publicly cited ﬁgures, the college…was down to 84 square feet per student
compared with an average of over 130 per student.”
-Richard L. Henry

CAMPus turnED ConstruCtion ZonE
CAMPUS CONSTRUCTION IN THE LATE 1950S AND 1960S FAR EXCEEDED ANY
IN THE PAST. ADMINISTRATORS HOPED TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL HOUSING AND
EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES FOR A STUDENT BODY THAT CONTINUED TO EXPANDING
IN SIZE AND EDUCATIONAL INTERESTS.

BY THE EARLY 1970S THE COMPLETION OF
NUMEROUS NEW BUILDINGS WOULD ALTER THE CAMPUS EXTENSIVELY.
“In those years, until
1965, we built a dozen
buildings and we had to
buy the land as far east as
Fifth Avenue to put those
buildings on.”

- George Budd

“While I was president,
I had a part in
either renovating or
constructing eleven
different buildings…some
of the largest growth in
that period.”
- Robert Wick

President Budd was largely responsible for much of the early planning and construction of buildings
and additions during this major period of expansion. President Wick took over during the height of
campus expansion until 1972 as the period of rapid change ﬁnally came to a close.
With a series of building projects continuously in the works under each of these presidents the
unprecedented rate of physical expansion in the late 1950s and 1960s turned the campus into a
relative “construction zone.” Between the time that President Budd took ofﬁce in 1952 and President
Wick resigned in 1972 the physical landscape of the campus changed more profoundly than during
any other period in the school’s history.
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PHYSICAL AND INSTITUTIONAL
EXPANSION FOREVER ALTERED THE
COLLEGE COMMUNITY INTERACTIONS
AS FAMILIARITY ACROSS DISCIPLINARY
LINES BECAME A THING OF THE PAST
FOR MOST STUDENTS AND FACULTY.

“ I knew my department chair, but we did not,
because I think, of the extreme growth that we
were going through, have the kind of personal
interaction with all of the other faculty
members that we did a few years earlier.”
- Ludmila Voelker

“ When I ﬁrst came here there were about
1100 students…There were about 52 faculty
members and we knew each other intimately.”
- Clair Daggett

“I’d recognize just an awful lot of the students
and then in later years there were fewer that I
would recognize, so that it just wasn’t possible
to be as much involved with the faculty
either.”
-George Budd

“I liked the school better when I knew
practically every man by a ﬁrst and last
name.”
-John Weismann

By the mid 1960s future enrollment projections
were at 10,000 and climbing. Gone were the
days of intimate social gatherings and close-knit
relationships between faculty, administration
and students. Many students and faculty felt
nostalgia for the good old days with trips to the
Talahi lodge, outings on the Picnic Rocks and
dances in Eastman Hall. These activities faded
further and further into obscurity alongside
the old scenic landscape that once hugged the
Mississippi River behind 1st avenue. This loss
of closeness was one consequence of the rapid
expansion that would also pose more pressing
issues, leaving an impact on both the college
itself and the surrounding community.

Poor PLAnninG unDErMinEs CAMPus GroWtH

tHE PArKinG ProBLEM
PARKING AND TRAFFIC BECAME SORE SUBJECTS,
INTRODUCING IMPORTANT CHALLENGES FOR CAMPUS
PLANNERS TO ADDRESS.

PARKING ITSELF WAS
AN ABYSMAL, LONG-STANDING ISSUE. TO MAKE
MATTERS WORSE THE STREETS ON AND AROUND
CAMPUS WERE CONSTANTLY IN NEED OF REPAIR DUE
TO HEAVY USE AND POOR CONSTRUCTION.

“…creating the very same kinds of problems that we
create down on the south end with the university in
terms of parking and trafﬁc and things.”
-Myron Umerski
“St. Cloud State was on a roll. We were a company that
was having problems like parking because we had so many customers wanting our service… A real parking
problem is when you don’t have any customers and your lots are empty. That is truly a parking problem...the
parking problem has lasted for 30 years and more and will probably continue.”
-Myron Umerski
“It was clear to local city ofﬁcials and it soon became clear to college ofﬁcials that theirs was a campus built on
a rotting base that would hamper if not stop further construction designed to care for the escalating student
body.” (On trafﬁc and roads)
-Edward L. Henry
Beginning in the late 1940s escalating trafﬁc, poor streets, inefﬁcient snow removal and a lack of adequate parking
facilities created congestive problems on and around campus that affected not only students and faculty but also
nearby residents. As the campus expanded parking congestion and heavy trafﬁc sprawled further and further into
residential neighborhoods. The debate over parking came to the forefront of long term campus planning on several
occasions and even led to the establishment of a campus committee instructed to ﬁnd practical solutions to the
ongoing problem.
The city of St. Cloud proposed that incoming freshman be prohibited from using vehicles during their ﬁrst year of
school though this suggestion never actually materialized. Some ofﬁcials even considered the installation of parking
meters and many discussed the construction of ramps to deal with the issue. One policy that met with a level of
success restricted parking to one side of the street or the other depending on the day of the week. However, while
removing a degree of congestion this solution was mainly beneﬁcial in terms of its implications for snow removal
rather than for the overarching parking problem.
Despite progress parking remained and remains to this day an ever present concern for the school. In the 1960s
residential homes ( many being of historic signiﬁcance) and out-of-date campus facilities were razed to make room
for parking lots.

Poor PLAnninG unDErMinEs CAMPus GroWtH

utiLitY DEBACLE
RAPID EXPANSION INTO RESIDENTIAL
NEIGHBORHOODS WITHOUT PROPER
LONG TERM PLANNING LED TO THE
MISUSE OF SEWER AND WATER LINES
THAT COULD NOT SUPPORT THE NEW
STRUCTURES.

STUDENT AND COMMUNITY
SAFETY WERE AT RISK DUE TO RUPTUREPRONE, UNRELIABLE WATER LINES THAT
CAUSED FREQUENT BACK-UPS.

“ The college was sitting on top of a
utility system that had been installed
more than ﬁfty years previously for
what was then basically a residential
neighborhood of 1,000 residents. In
1969...the same system with very few
modiﬁcations was supporting 10,000
users.”
-Edward L. Henry

As campus growth progressed into previously established
residential neighborhoods it was challenged by what some would
refer to as “poor planning.”
The breakneck speed of above-ground campus expansion without
consideration for the available underground utilities created a
sanitation and water crises on campus by the late 1960s. The water
and sewage systems that had serviced residential homes were
completely inadequate for use by the larger buildings and housing
complexes taking their place.
Like the parking problem, sanitation utility services were a
concern for both the college and the city. Eventually lawmakers
representing the city of St. Cloud proposed two bills asking for
$500,000 to improve water and sewer lines and alleviate the utility
crisis.

CoMMunitY trAnsForMED
CAMPUS EXPANSION ALTERED THE SURROUNDING RESIDENTIAL AREA DRAMATICALLY. ACQUISITION OF
RESIDENTIAL HOMES AND PLOTS REACHED NEW HEIGHTS IN THE 1950S AND 1960S, OFTEN AT THE EXPENSE OF THE HISTORIC QUALITY OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD.
A major source of community discontent with campus
expansion stemmed from the infringement upon residential
areas. Though many citizens prospered ﬁnancially
from selling their property or home to the college those
residents left behind voiced numerous concerns. Many
citizens worried about the impact of a loss of property
taxes revenues in the area due to acquisition of residential
properties by the tax exempt institution.
“ They hated that (property acquisition) right down to
the core. It took tax property from the city.”
-John Weismann
“Poor planning for college expansion in early years was
forcing it to move into an old, established residential
district of better homes, creating dislocation problems
for citizens and modest loss of tax base.”
-Richard L. Henry
Expansion triggered emotional responses from the
community as well economic discontent. Many residents
did not wish to sell their property to the state in order for
it to be turned over to the college. Some residents were
even forced out of numerous homes as properties that were
not deemed desirable or necessary for acquisition in the
1940s and early 1950s eventually became desirable in the
late 1950s, 1960s and even early 1970s.

“Sometimes the state
would buy a house that
a family owned, (they
would buy another
house a block or two
further east), and in
a few years we were
buying that house.
So some people were
uprooted more than
once and they really
didn’t like it at all.”
-George Budd

Student housing could not accommodate all of St. Cloud
State’s College students. Many students chose to live near
campus, renting rooms throughout the residential area.
Rezoning measures transformed the once single-family
housing district near campus into a mixed neighborhood
scattered with apartment buildings and rental units.
Tensions rose for residents who felt that the property
value, natural beauty and community integrity of the
historic Southside neighborhood was threatened by the
excessive student presence.
“What was once a family neighborhood now becomes
a neighborhood of young people with high density
housing and simply, if they were there alone, it would
be ﬁne, but it’s a mixture of life styles and they’re not
always compatible and that was true in 1950s and it’s
true certainly today.”
- Pat Hoffman

AFtErMAtH

EConoMiC BEnEFit V. EConoMiC Cost
THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF CAMPUS
EXPANSION CONCERNED CITY
OFFICIALS, CITIZENS AND COLLEGE
ADMINISTRATORS ALIKE FOR YEARS.

“Higher tax liabilities, coupled with removal
from the tax rolls of the residential properties
purchased by the state for expansion of
the college, have given rise to murmurs of
discontent from local citizens.”
-Economic report, 1967

“There’s always been the issue of how
important St. Cloud State is to the community…Obviously St. Cloud State gives a
tremendous economic boost to the community.”

- Herbert Goodrich

The physical expansion of the campus carried with it important economic implications. As the
campus community grew, so to did its inﬂuence over local economic conditions. Though some
citizens feared a loss of property tax revenues due to newly untaxed property ownership,
college expansion actually did much more to contribute to the local economy than to undermine
it.
A series of economic reports were issued in the 1960s and 1970s to provide the community with
a greater understanding of the economic inﬂuence of the college on the city. These economic
reports concluded that any money lost by tax exemptions was more than made up for by college
and student expenditures. By the 1970s it was determined that the college comprised 25% of the
city’s population, 5% of its employees, 15% of the housing market and 10% of the trafﬁc. These
ﬁgures reveal both the economic signiﬁcance of the college to the city and the level of interaction
existing between the city and institution by the 1970s.

AFtErMAtH
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Joint CoMMunitY
SOME OF THE CHALLENGES POSED
BY CAMPUS EXPANSION MAY
SUGGEST THAT A TOWN VERSES
GOWN SENTIMENT EXISTED BETWEEN

ST. CLOUD AND THE
COLLEGE. HOWEVER, UPON FURTHER
THE CITY OF

ANALYSIS IT SEEMS EQUALLY
POSSIBLE THAT THE TWO WERE
CONNECTED THROUGH A MUTUALLY
BENEFICIAL RELATIONSHIP THAT WAS
STRENGTHENED THROUGH EXPANSION.

“I think that nowadays there’s probably a
better working relationship between town
and gown as they’d say, the community and
the college.”
- Inez Kronenberg
“We’re really a community within
a community and we function as a
community… No matter what we do we
impact the community and we’ve got to be
aware of that… All the complexities of St.
Cloud State are also the complexities of our
entire community.”
- Myron Umerski
“I did all that I could to try to cement relationships between the university and the downtown. I tried to do it through
the Chamber of Commerce, and I tried to do it through the Labor Union. I joined the Chamber, Kiwanis’ Club, and a
lot of other people did too.”
- Robert Wick
An expanding college brought about campus and community interactions that often bore positive results. Faculty and
administrators established positive relationships with councilmen, legislators and citizens through personal correspondence
and joint participation on civic committees.
The college also provided valuable public services to the surrounding community. Prominent educators, such as Ruth
Cadwell who received awards for her work with adult literacy and education, made great strides to enhance community
education. The campus Laboratory School served generations of community youth.
The diversiﬁed curriculum that was integral to the expansion of the campus created cultural and social meeting grounds
between the community and the college. The construction of the performing arts center bridged these two communities
through theatre, musicals and other forms of entertainment.
Though campus expansion did not come without a cost to the community, it was also responsible for integrating the college
itself more fully into the city, forging ties of civic cooperation between campus and community.
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Enrollment stabilized in the 1970s and
St. Cloud College ceased its rapid expansion.
Though campus development would never again
reach the level it had during the 1950s and 1960s,
construction advanced throughout the remainder
of the decade and those that followed in order to
complete long-term campus planning.
In 1975 St. Cloud State College received the
title of St. Cloud State University, marking the ﬁfth
time in its history that the school changed names.
University status was celebrated as a culmination
of two decades of impressive expansion and
diversiﬁcation. For the remainder of the twentieth
century and leading into the twenty ﬁrst, St. Cloud
State University has reinforced its heritage of
growth as an institution through both familiar and
entirely new means of growth. Modern expansion
will likely pose similar challenges to the campus and
the community as it has done in the past, continuing
to transform the relationship between the two along
the way.

A Changing View of SCSU offers insight into how St. Cloud State was transformed from a
single-purpose teacher’s training school into a full-fledged university during a short yet dynamic
period in time. The project narrates the rapid physical expansion of the campus that occurred
throughout the 1950s and 1960s, and explores the various consequences that these changes held
for the school and the surrounding community.

The research conducted for this project took place primarily in the St. Cloud State University
Archives and to a lesser extent in Miller Center’s microforms area. The historical interpretation
and visual design of the exhibit relied heavily upon the incorporation of archival sources such as
transcribed oral interviews, the records of the offices of Administrative Affairs and of the
President, the Archon portal’s digital images and collections, the Minnesota Reflections website,
and through an assortment of St. Cloud Daily Times newspaper articles.

The exhibit was designed by St. Cloud State Public History graduate student Marissa Bialek.

